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Abstract:-In order to perform the exploration task in the field successfully, a new wheel-tracked locomotion
system has been designed. Then the front track wheel system, the rear wheel system and the suspension system has
been designed in detail. Basing on the structure design, a 3-D model for simulation has been established, and the
kinematic performance of wheel-tracked exploration robot has been simulated by the software Recurdyn. Finally, a
physical prototype has been manufactured and some kinematic performance of the locomotion system has been
examined. The results provide practical evidence for the application of wheel-tracked exploration robot.
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In recent years, some composite mobility system
has been designed out such as wheel-legged
structures[6], wheel-track-legged structures[7,8], wheeltracked structures, etc[9]. In wheel-legged structures,
the rocker-bogie mechanism used in the exploration
rovers is very famous for its adaptability, but the ability
of obstacle surmounting is mainly determined by the
radius of its wheels. And most other composite mobility
systems must continuously control their components to
adapt bumpiness. Therefore a new wheel-tracked
mobility system that can better adapt complex
environment and is easy to be controlled should be
designed, which will contribute greatly to the
development of economy and military affairs.

1 Introduction
Exploration robot always possesses the characteristics
of good adaptability, agile locomotion ability, low cost,
small bulk and so on, so it is widely applied in
emergency tasks to reduce the casualty.
The nicer locomotion ability of exploration robot
means excellent crossing ability, adaptability and steady
run ability. The nicer locomotion system can offer a
good flat roof to the exploration instruments, efficiently
reduce the impulsion and vibration from the ground,
improve the service time of the components and ensure
the exploration robot work continuously and efficiently.
So to design a suitable locomotion system is the key
technique in the study of exploration robots.
Generally, the exploration robot is required to run
independently in rough terrain to perform complex tasks
in the field. Though the technique of navigation and
control has improved its ability of obstacle avoiding,
one important factor of maneuverability lies on the
capability of mobility system. So the mobility system is
required to have nicer ability of obstacle surmounting
and avoiding, and it should also be designed to adapt
rough terrain passively.
There are many different kinds of structures of
mobility systems, and by which exploration robots can
be classified into many styles such as wheeled
exploration robot[1,2], legged exploration robot[3,4],
tracked exploration robot[5]and so on. The above
mobility systems usually cannot satisfy our complex
exploration tasks. So trying to absorb the advantages of
different mobility structures to form a new mobility
system is needed for formidable tasks in exploration
affairs.
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2 Structure design of wheel-tracked
locomotion system
2.1 Whole structure of the locomotion system
In the wheel-tracked exploration robot, the front
track wheel and the rear wheel are connected to the
bodywork by the rocker, so the load from the ground
can be adjusted freely between the front track wheel and
the rear wheel, which improves the adaptability of the
robot. The structure sketch of wheel-tracked exploration
robot shows in Fig.1.
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Fig.1.Structure sketch of wheel-tracked
exploration robot

2.2 Structure design of the front track wheel
From Fig.1 we can see that the structure of front
track mainly include track, sprocket, bearing wheel and
suspension structure. The suspension includes fork
frame and parallelogram mechanism. The fork frame is
used to support the front sprocket and the rear sprocket,
while the two bearing wheels are connected to the
bottoms of the parallelogram mechanism. The frame of
parallelogram mechanism is processed to be the shape
of U and is fixed to the fork frame. A thin plate is fixed
to the outside of the fork frame’s front bottom, and six
elliptical holes are distributed uniformly in the thin plate
to install and adjust the electric motor. As the position
of the electric motor can be easily adjusted, the pinion
that fixed on the output shaft of the electric motor and
the large gear that fixed on the sprocket shaft can mesh
well. And from the above distribution of components,
the electric motor is fixed to the underside of the fork
frame, the arrangement of the whole track wheel is
compact. The front view of the fork frame in the track
wheel shows in Fig.2.

Fig.3 3-D sketch of fork frame in the front track wheel
When the length of the track contacting with the
ground is certain, more bearing wheels in the front track
wheel can reduce the pressure on the bearing wheel, and
at the same time, the passing ability of the robot can be
improved. But more bearing wheels may add the weight
of the front wheel track, in order to control the weight
of the front wheel track to not less than 155N and
possess better passing ability, two bearing wheels have
been designed in each front wheel track. To improve the
adaptability of the front track wheel, the movements of
two bearing wheels should be relative, a parallelogram
mechanism has been design, shown in Fig.4. When
moving ahead, the resistance coming from barriers
makes the front rod rotate around the articulated point 1,
meanwhile the movement will be transmitted to the
articulated point 2, and the rear rod will move
accordingly.

Fig.2 The front view of the fork frame in the track
wheel
The 3-D sketch is shown in Fig.3. Two rectangle
broads and two square boards have been welded on the
fork frame. There is a circular hole in every square
board, and there is an elliptical hole in every rectangle
broad, then the rocker can be connected to the fork
frame. And the existence of elliptical holes makes the
front bottom of the rocker slide freely in a certain range,
the special design can reduce some impulsion coming
from the rough terrain.
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Fig.4. Sketch of the parallelogram mechanism
In order to validate the relationship between the two
bearing wheels, point 1 has been set as the coordinate
origin. Then a moment of 10N ⋅ m is put on the front
rod. Acting by the parallelogram mechanism, the rear
rod moves together with the front rod. And the position
curves of the two bearing wheels are showed in Fig.5.
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Fig.6. Connection mode between horizontal rod and
rear rod

Fig.5. The position curve of the two bearing wheels

There are flumes in the front rod and the rear rod. In
order to limit the rotation angle of the front rod and the
rear rod, the angle has been processed to be 55° , thus
the bearing wheels can move ahead by reasonable poses.
The structures of the sketch are shown in Fig.7.

From the two curves in Fig.5, we can see that the
parallelogram mechanism can make the two bearing
wheels move relatively. That is to say, when the front
bearing wheel raises a certain height, the rear bearing
wheel drops the same height. This relationship between
the two bearing wheels can average the loads acting on
the two bearing wheels, adjust the balance of the
bodywork, and improve the adaptability of the track
wheel on rough terrain. Most important, the movement
relationship between the two bearing wheels can keep
the track to tightening, so there need not certain
tightening equipment and the lightweight design object
can be realized.
In the parallelogram mechanism, there is a torsion
spring fixed between the horizontal rod and the front
rod, and there is also a torsion spring between the
horizontal rod and the rear rod. The connection mode
between the horizontal rod and the rear rod shows in
Fig.6. A corresponding bolt has been selected to
connect the two rods, and the rear rod can be fixed on
the bolt by nuts. So there is no movement between the
rear rod and the horizontal rod. The bolt is set in the
torsion spring, and the two arms of the torsion is
respectively fixed with the rear rod and the horizontal
rod. The connection mode between the horizontal rod
and the front rod is the same as the above description.
This structure design in the parallelogram mechanism
can decrease the impulsion and vibration from the rough
terrain, and the adaptability of the front wheel-track can
be improved accordingly.
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（a）front rod

（b）rear rod
Fig.7 Structure sketches of the front rod and rear rod

2.3 Structure design of the rear wheel system
Assembly drawing of the rear wheel is shown in
Fig.8. The spoke in the rear wheel has been moved a
certain distance close up the bodywork, so the whole
width of the rear wheel equipment can be shortened. A
protecting cover is fixed on the outside board to install
the motor. The position of the protecting cover can also
be adjusted so that the pinion and the large gear can
mesh well. The axle of rear wheel is supported on the
inside board and outside board by bearings, so the
torque coming from motor can be transmitted to the
axle of the rear wheel by transmission system and then
the rear wheel can be driven directly.
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1、outer steel loop 2、inner rubber loop 3,8、
connection bolt 4,7、tighten bolt 5、inside board
6、outside board 9、 fork frame 10、spring 11、
cylinder 12、horizontal frame

1、inner board 2、axle of the rear wheel 3、
rear wheel 4、outer board 5、protecting
cover 6、motor 7、pinion 8、large gear
Fig.8 Assembly drawing of the rear wheel

Fig.9 Connection mode between rear wheel and
the rocker

Considering to the integer size, whole weight and
process cost of the locomotion system, we finally
design the radius of the rear wheel is
200mm( R r = 200 mm), the distance between the center
of the two tracks in the front track wheel is 400mm, and
the axes between the bearing wheels in the same track
wheel is 200mm. And when the rotation speeds of all
the four motors are the same, to insure the same moving
speed of four wheels in the exploration robot, the
parameters of transmission system are designed as the
following, the diameter of large gear in the rear wheel is
94mm( D1 = 94 mm), the diameter of pinion in the rear
wheel is D2 = 25 , the diameter of large gear in the front
track wheel is 60mm( d1 = 60 mm), and the diameter of
pinion in the front track wheel is 30mm( d 2 = 30 ).

The connection mode between the rear wheel and
the rocker is designed as the following— the fork frame
is fixed on the rocker, cylinder 11 is welded to the fork
frame 9, the inner rubber loop 2 is fixed on the outer
steel loop 1, the outer steel loop is fixed on the
horizontal frame 12 by bolts, the top of the spring 10
supported to the cylinder 11, and the bottom of the
spring is connected with the horizontal frame 12. The
horizontal frame fixed with the inside board 5 and
outside board 6 by bolt 4 and bolt 7, while the bolt 3
and bolt 8 are fixed on the fork frame 9, and in the
corresponding position of the inside board 5 and outside
board 6, there are elliptical holes to permit bolt 3 and
bolt 8 slide up and down in a certain range. Because of
the well cooperation between the cylinder 11 and the
inside rubber loop 2, there is only vertical relative
motion between the rocker and the rear wheel
suspension. In this structure design, the vertical kinetic
energy of the rear wheel suspension system can be
translated to potential energy, so the compulsion and
vibration from the rear wheel can be greatly reduced.
By calculation, the initial length of the spring l1 is

2.4 Connection mode between the rocker and
the wheels
In order to reduce the impulsion and vibration
coming from the rear wheel, the connection mode
between the rear wheel and the rocker is shown in Fig.9.

45 mm，stiffness coefficient K 1 is 6 × 10 3 N/m，damp
coefficient of the connection equipment C1 is 200 Ns/m.

The rocker and the front wheel suspension are
connected with spring damper and fork connection
frame. The fork connection frame can be connected
with the rectangle board on the fork frame by
cylindrical pin, and there is relative rotation between the
two structures. While the spring damper is designed to
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connect with the square board by another cylindrical pin,
which can not only insure the rotational movement
between rocker and the front wheel suspension, but also
reduce the impact vibration coming from the rough
terrain. The connection mode is shown in Fig.10.

Fig.10 The connection mode between the front wheel
suspension and the rocker

The left and right suspend rockers are connected
with the bodywork by differential balance mechanism,
shown in Fig.12.

1、bodywork 2、sleeve 3、bearing 4、bearing
cap 5、box of differential balance 6、planet gear 7、
planet wheel axle 8、bevel gear axle 9、bevel gear
Fig .12. Differential balance mechanism
The left and right bevel gear axles 8 are supported
by bearings that fixed on the bodywork 1 and the box of
differential balance 5, so the left and right suspend
rockers will transfer the movement to bevel gears 9. By
linear average, the rotation movement from left and
right suspend rockers can be transferred to the
bodywork. The differential balance mechanism brings
stability and better ability of obstacle surmounting as
well as the ability of resisting turnover. The schematic
sketch of the differential balance mechanism is shown
in Fig.13.

1 、 inner cylinder 2 、 pin 3 、 spring 4 、 outer
cylinder 5、rubber loop
Fig.11 Structure sketch of the spring damper in the front
wheel-track
The structure sketch of the spring damper is shown
in Fig.11. As the rubber loop 5 fixes on the inside wall
of the outer cylinder 4, the impact vibration can be
reduced. A pin 2 has been fixed on the bottom of the
inner cylinder 1 to lock one end of the spring and to
install the spring damper on the suspension. Another
end of the spring is fixed on the outer cylinder 4, and
there is a long pin installed on the outer cylinder to
connect the spring damper and the rocker. The impact
vibration coming from the track wheel can be decreased
efficiently and the ability to adapt the terrain passively
has been improved. By calculation, the initial length of
the spring is designed as l 4 = 50 mm, stiffness
coefficient K 4 = 5 × 10 3 N/m, damp coefficient
C 4 = 164 Ns/m.

When the exploration robot moving ahead, the left
and right rocker will separately rotate the angle of θ1
and θ 2 , and then the rotation will be transmitted to the
planet gears by bevel gears. So there will be a rotational
angle θ in the planet gears,
θ=

θ1 + θ 2
2

（1）

The rotational angle θ will bring the bodywork’s
pitching. Therefore, the differential balance mechanism
in the exploration robot can decrease the pitching angle
of the bodywork and the infection coming from the
rough terrain can be reduced accordingly.

2.5 Structure design of the differential balance
mechanism
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Fig.15. Virtual prototype of wheel-tracked exploration
robot
By simulation, we can see that the passing ability of
the wheel-tracked exploration robot is better and the
components can work well without interference. As the
parameters of the rough terrain in the simulation can be
modified, the maximum height of barriers that can be
span is 180mm, the maximum width of the channel that
can be get across is 150mm, and the maximum angle of
the slope that can be climbed up is 40° .

Fig.13 Sketch of the differential balance mechanism
Finally, the length of the exploration robot is
designed as 700 mm, the width of the exploration robot
is designed as 500mm, and the height of the exploration
robot is 400mm. The 3-D structure sketch is shown in
Fig.14.

Fig.14 The 3-D structure sketch of the wheel-tracked
exploration robot
Fig.16. The position change of the centroid and the
front bearing wheel in vertical direction

3 Simulation and analysis of wheeltracked exploration robot by virtual
prototype

In Fig16, the thick line represents the position
change of the centroid in vertical direction and the thin
line represents the position change of the front bearing
wheel in the same direction.
Contrasting to the two curves, we can find that the
curve of the centroid is more smooth than that of the
front wheel, which validate that the structure of the
front wheel and the suspend rocker contribute well to
the linear average of the hypsography. So the
adaptability of the exploration robot can be improved
relevantly.

In order to validate the locomotion ability of the
wheel-tracked exploration robot in rough terrain, we set
up a 3-D simulation model of the robot in Rcurdyn and
carries out the dynamic simulation in virtual
environment, shown in Fig.15.
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Fig.19. The angular acceleration curve of the bodywork

Fig.17 Angular acceleration curve of the left rocker

Fig.20. The acceleration curve of the
Fig.18. Angular acceleration curve of the right rocker

centroid in vertical direction

Fig.17 and Fig.18 show the angular acceleration
curve of the left and right rocker on rough terrain. From
the two curves we can see that there are different
angular accelerations in the left and right rocker. And
by comparison, the curve of the left rocker is more
smooth for the left road surface is more flat.

4 Test on the prototype exploration
robot
4.1 Design of power system

Fig.19 shows the angular acceleration curve of the
bodywork around axle Z . By comparing we can see that
the angular acceleration curve of the bodywork is more
smooth than the angular acceleration curve of the right
rocker. It is obvious that by the contribution of
differential balance mechanism, the pitching motion of
the bodywork around axle Z has been averaged
linearly basing on the rotation angle of left and right
rockers.

In the prototype test process, a 24V power supply
should be provided to motors and a 5V power supply
should be provided to sensors. In order to offer essential
motion to the mobility system, there is a battery on the
field exploration robot to supply power to motors,
motor controllers, PC104 embedded computer and
sensors. Among them, the motor was powered by two
24V batteries in series, and the configuration is showed
in figure 21. Stacked PC104 computer power comes
from the power supply module (JMM512), and the
input power of this module is 12V and the output power
is 5V. In order to keep the PC104 work steadily, the
power supply of DSP and sensor are not from JMM512,
but from a conversion module which can transform the
12V power to 5V power, shown in figure22.

Fig.20 shows the acceleration curve of the centroid
in vertical direction. From this curve we can see that the
range of acceleration is large, which shows that the
impact vibration coming from the ground has not been
reduced enough by the suspension system. This
situation will affect the performance of equipments on
the robot, so it is necessary to optimize the locomotion
system to improve its riding performance.
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Fig.21. System Power Configuration

Fig.22 Power conversion circuit
model includes signal conditioning, A / D conversion,
data storage, computer communication modules and so
on. And the angle tester is using the CJH1A30B digital
angle sensor.
First, test of obstacle surmounting for wheel-tracked
exploration robot has been done. By the test, we can see
that the exploration robot is good at climbing obstacles
because of the inclination angle similar to tank wheel
and the better adhesion properties. The test for terrain
surmounting is showed in figure 23. The maximum
surmounting height for exploration robot is 180mm. But
when surmounting step-like obstacles, the ability of
obstacle surmounting is limited for its wheel structure.

4.2 Testing for complicated terrain
surmounting performance
Basing on the simulation for field exploration robot,
a new prototype has been made to prove its
performance.
First, test for complicated terrain surmounting
performance has been carried out. In this test, the
equipments and instruments used are as the following,
data acquisition module, accelerometer, angle tester, HP
laptop computer and some cables. The data acquisition
module is using Donghua dynamic signal measurement
and analysis system, and its type is DH5935. This
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Then the exploration robot should steer to avoid the
step-like obstacles.

Fig.26. Test for climbing
By changing the angle between the wood and the
floor, the climbing performance of wheel-tracked
exploration robot has been tested. In the process of
increasing the slope angle, the climbing difficulty is
enhanced. As the contact area of track wheel is bigger
than ordinary wheels, the adhesion between the robot
wheel and the slope board is improved. When the slope
angle exceeds 42° , there is a significant phenomenon of
slip climbing, and the climbing action cannot carry on
smoothly. In the numerical simulation, the largest
climbing degree is 40° , so the climbing test result is
better than the simulation result.

Fig.23. Test for obstacle surmounting

4.3 Test for terrain surmounting and deep
groove crossing
Deep groove crossing ability testing showed in
figure 24. The test is carried out by increasing the
distance between object 1 and object 2 gradually. By the
limitation of the rear wheel, it can be seen from the test
that the maximum width of deep groove can be across is
150mm.

4.5 Pitch angle test for field exploration robot
The type of digital angle sensor is CJH1A30B, and
red line and black line of the sensor should be
connected to the 5V DC power’s positive and negative
respectively. The output voltage range of the digital
angle sensor is 0 ~ 9.5 V, so the voltage signal must be
converted into the corresponding angle signal, and its
relationship is as the following.

α1 =

(2)

Where, α 1 is the angle signal and its unit is degree,
but α 2 is the voltage signal and its unit is volt. As the
voltage signal is not weak signals and need not be
amplified, only the data acquisition module of
DH5935N dynamic signal measurement is needed.
Pitch angle test shown in Figure 27. To verify the
effect of differential balance mechanism in adjusting the
body balance, the angle sensors were placed on the front
of two arms and on the robot body, shown in Figure 27.
In this figure, 1, 2 and 3 are the three specific positions
for the sensors. Angle signals from the three positions
can be collected and stored.

Fig.24.Test for deep groove crossing

4.4 Climbing performance test
The climbing performance test is executed on slope
board in the room, and the manipulation of the test is
showed in figure 26.
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Fig.27.Test for pitching
Then the curve of left and right arm swing angle and
body pitch angle can be carried out, showed in figure 28.

Fig.28. The curve of swing angle for rocker arms
and robot’s body
Basing on the structure design and simulation
analysis, prototype of the wheel-tracked exploration
As road condition of the right wheel is gentler, the
robot has been processed, and a set of experiment has
pitch angle of right wheel is smoother than left arm’s.
been done. Since the effective radius of the track wheel
And from figure 28, we can see that body pitch angle is
is larger and the adhesion coefficient between track and
between the right arm pitch angle and left arm pitch
ground is bigger than ordinary wheeled exploration
angle, and the body pitch angle is about the linear
robots, this new type robot’s ability of obstacle
average of two arms’. So in the process of moving, the
surmounting is improved. The experiment shows that
differential balance mechanism adjust the body balance
the maximum height of the barrier that can be span is
fully and thus a comfort platform for equipments and
180mm and the maximum width of the channel that can
instruments has been provided.
be gotten across is 150mm. But the maximum angle of
the slope that can be climbed through is 42° , which is
bigger than the simulation result. By designing the
parallelogram mechanism in the front track wheel, the
movement of front bearing wheel and rear bearing
5 Conclusions
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wheel can be well related and the bearing wheels can
adapt rough terrain passively, so the impact vibration
has been reduced. As the front wheel track and the rear
wheel are connected by rockers, the position of contact
point can be adjusted freely, which decreases the
difficulty on control system design. And by testing, we
can find that the pitching motion of the bodywork
around axle Z has been averaged linearly by the
differential balance mechanism, so the stability of
exploration robot has been improved. Finally, by
simulation and testing we find that the acceleration in
vertical change in a large range, which means that the
impact vibration should be reduced further more and
some parameters of the suspension system should be
optimized.
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